They'll be playing live in a cage while the kids rage: Boobytrap will play at Brooklyn's new rollerskating party.

Rolling with it

Punk rock meets roller disco in — where else? — Williamsburg

By JOSHUA M. BERNSTEIN

The Roxy has roller skating to a disco soundtrack. Office Ops offers roller skating to live punk rock.

“We always have more people than we can hold,” says Kevin Lindamood, who, with business partner Todd Grogan, hosts “Rock n’ Roller Skate,” a monthly punk-rock roller-skating party in East Williamsburg.

Five bucks buys entry and skate rental; partygoers can smoke, drink, and skate around a 3,000-square-foot industrial space while local bands play — in a cage.

The first “RRS” — held this past May — “was a raucous success with drunken youths rolling about,” says Eamonn Farrell, a member of Lindamood and Grogan’s Office Ops art collective (which owns the party space).

“I loved the retro-roller skating,” says Alex Schaefer, a photographer who attended the first “RRS” party in May. “It reminded me of when I was a kid — but with more beer.”

Though Office Ops has hosted only a couple “RRS” parties to date, word-of-mouth has made the party a big success — maybe too big.

At the first two events, 300 to 400 people showed (there are only 125 pairs of roller skates to go around). Skate-less partygoers opted to hang out anyway.

So what exactly compels hundreds of 20- and 30-somethings to haul themselves out to the sixth stop on the L train — a neighborhood better known for its cement factories than boutiques and bars?

“Unpretentious fun,” Farrell says. “We don’t wear Williamsburg’s requisite trucker hats. We try to instill a sense of small-town friendliness and community.”

“And you know,” he adds, “people just plain like skating around a band.”

If you haven’t made it to Central Park’s SummerStage yet, today is an excellent time to start. Reggae legend Jimmy Cliff takes the stage at 3 p.m. to perform memorable hits like “The Harder They Come” and “I Can See Clearly Now.”

Morgan Heritage — a reggae outfit that has played with everyone from Stevie Wonder to Sugar Ray — will also perform. Gates open at 1:30 p.m. Free admission. Enter mid-park at 69th Street and Fifth Avenue.

The next Rock n’ Roller Skate takes place Saturday, Aug. 16 at 9 p.m. Boobytrap, Bedouin Thieves and Valentino Drag are scheduled to perform. Go early as skates are limited; see www.officeops.org for more details.